
6. Hegemony 

The traditional definition o f 'hegemony' is political rule or 
domination , especially in rel ations between states. Marxism 
extended the definit ion of rul e or domination to relations be-
tween social classes. and especially to definitions of a ruling 
closs. 'Hegemony' then acquired a signifi cant sense In 
the work of AntonioGramsci,ca rried out under great difficulties 
in a Fasc ist prison between 1927 and 1935. Much is still uncer-
tain in Gramsci's use of the concept . but hi s work is one of the 
ma jor turning-points in Marxist cultural theory . 

Gramsci made a distinction between 'rule' (dominic) and 
'hegemony', 'Rule' is expressed in directly politi cal forms and in 
times of crisis by direct or effective coercion. But the more 
normal situation is a complex interlocking of politi cal, social, 
and cuhural forces, and 'hegemony', according to different 
interpretati ons, is either this or the active social and cultural 
forces which are its necessary elements. Whatever the im plica-
tions of the concept for Marxist political theory (which has still 
to recogni ze many kinds of direct polHical control , social class 
contTOl , and economic control, as well as this more general 
formation) , the effects on cultural theory are immediate. For 
'hegemony' is it concept which at once Includes and goes 
beyond two powerful earlier concepts: that of 'culture' as a 
'whole social process', in which men define and shape thei r 
whole lives; and that of 'ideology', in any orits Marxist senses, in 
wh ich a system of meanings and values is t he expression or 
projecti. n of a particular class interest. 
, ' Hegemony' goes beyond 'cu lture', as previously defined , in 
its insistence on relating tll e 'whole sod al process' to sPeci fic 
dis.tributions of power and influence. To say that 'men' define 
and shape thei r whole li ves is true onl y in abstraction. In any 
actual society there are specific inequalities in means and there-
fore in capacity to realize this process. In a class society these are 
primarily inequaliti es between classes. Gra Dlsci therefore in tro-
duced the necessary recognition of dominance and subordina-

in what has still , however, to be recognized as a whole 
process. 

It is in just this recognit ion of thew ho le ness of the process that 
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theconcept of 'hegemony' goes beyond ' ideology'. What is deci· 
sive is not onl y the conscious system of ideas and the 
whole lived social process as practically organized by specific 
and dominant mean ings and values. Ideo logy, in its norma l 
senses, is a relatively formal and articulated system of meanings, 
values, and beliefs, of a kind that can be abstracted as a ' world-
view ' or a 'class outlook '. This explains its popularity as a 
concept in retrospective analysis (in base-superstructure mod-
els or in homology), since a system of ideas can be abstracted 
from that once living social process and represented , usually by 
the selection of 'l eading' or typica l 'ideologists' or ' ideological 
features', as the decisive form in which consciousness was at 
once expressed and controlled (or, as in Althusser, was in effect 
unconscious, as an imposed structu re). The relatively mh ed , 
confused, incomplete, or inarticulate consciousness of actual 
men in that period and society is thus overridden in thename of 
th is decisive generali zed system, a nd indeed in structural 
homology is procedurall y excluded as peripheral or ephemeral. 
It is the fully articulate and systematic forms which are recog-
n izable as ideology, and there is a corresponding tendency in 
the analysis of art to look onl y (or similarly ful1y articu late 
and systematic expressions o( this ideology in the content 
(base- superstructure) or form (homology) of actual works. In 
less se lective p rocedures, less dopendent on the inherentclassi-
cism of the definition of form as ful1y articulate and systemati c, 
the tendency is to considor works as variants of, or as variably 
affected by, the decisive abstracted ideo logy. 

More generally, this sense of 'an ideology' is applied in 
abstract ways to the actual consciousness of both dominant and 
subordinated classes, A dominant class 'has' this ideology in 
relatively pure and simple (orms. A subordinate class has, in one 
version , nothing but this ideology as its consciousness (since the 
production of a l1 ideas is, by axiomatic defmition, in ,the 
of those who control tho primary means of produchon) or, to 
another version , has this ideology imposed on its otherwise 
different consciousness, which it must struggle to sustain or 
develop agai nst 'ruling-class ideology'. 

The concept of hegemony often , in practi ce, resembles these 
defin itions, bu t it is distinct in its refusa l to equato conscious-
ness with the articulate formal system which can beand ordinar· 
i1y is abstracted as ' ideo logy'. It of course docs not exclude the 
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articulate and formal meanings. values and beliefs which a 
dominant class develops and propagates. Out it does not equate 
these with consciousness, or rather it does not reduce con-
sc iousness to them. Instead it sees the relations o f domination 
and subordination, in their forms as practical consciousness. as 
in effect a sa tUfUtiUII o f UIC whole process uf li ving- liut uuly uf 
political and economic activity, nor only of manifest social 
activity. but of the whole substance of lived identit ies and rela-
tionships. to such a depth that the pressures and limits of what 
can ultimately be seen as a specific economic, political, and 
cu ltural system seem to most of us the pressu res and limits of 
s imple experience and oommon sense. Hegemony is then not 
only the articulate upper level of ' ideology', nor are its forms of 
control only those ordinaril y seen as 'manipulation' or ' Indoc-
trination '. It is a whole body of practices and expectations, over 
the wholo of liv ing; our senses and assignments of energy, our 
shaping perceptions of ou rselves and our world . It is a lived 
system of meanings and and consti tut-
ing-which as they arc expcri,enced as practices appear as recip-
rocally confirming. It thus constitutes a sense ofrealit y for most 
people in the society, a sense of absolute because experienced 
rea lit y beyond which It is very difficult for most mem bers of the 
society to move, in most areas of their lives. It is, that is to say, in 
the strongest sense a 'culture' . but a culture which has also to be 
seen as the lived dominance and subordination of particular 
classes. 

There are two immediate advantages in th is concept of 
hegemony. First, its forms o f domination and subordination 
correspond much more closely to the normal processes of socia l 
organization and cont rol in developed societies than the more 
fam iliar projections from the idea of a ruling class. which are 
usually based on much earlier and simpler historica l phases. It 
can speak, for example, to the realities of electoral democracy, 
and to the s ignificant modern areas of 'leisure' and 'privato life' . 
more speCi ficall y and more actively than older ideas of domina-
tion, with their trivializing explanations of s imple ' manipu la-
tion ', 'corruption', and 'betrayal '. If the pressures and limits of a 
given form of domination are to this extent experienced ond in 
practice in!ernoJized. the whole question of class rul e, and of 
opposition to it. is transfonned. Gramsci's emphasis on the 
creation of an alternative hegemon y, by the practical connection 
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of many different forms of s trugg le, including those not easil y 
recognizable as and indeed not primarily 'political' and 
'economic', thus leads to a much more profound and more active 
sense of revolutionary activity in a highly developed society 
than the pe rsisten tly a bstract models deri ved from very different 
h is torica l situations. The sou rces of any alternative hegemony 
are indeed difficult to define. For Gramsci they spr ing from the 
working class, but not this class as an ideal or abstract construc-
tion. What he sees , ralhor, is a working people which has. pre--
cisely, to become a class, and a potentially hegemonic class, 
against the pressures and limits o f a n existing and powerful 
hegemony. . 

Second , and more immediately in this context, there IS a 
whole different way of seeing cultural activity, both as tradition 
and as practice. Cultural work and activity are not now, in any 
ordinary sense. a supers tructure: not only because of the depth 
and thoroughness at which an y cu lt ural hegemony is lived, but 
because cultural tradition and practice are seen as much more 
than superstructural expressions- reflections, mediations. or 
typifications-of a formed social and economic structure. On 
the contrary, they are among the basic processes of the formation 
itself and, further, related t08 much wider area ofreaJity than the 
abstractions of 'socia l' and 'economic' experience. People 
seeing themselves and each other in d irectly personal relation-
ships; peopJe seeing the natural world and themselves in it; 
people us ing their physical and material resources for what onc 
kind of society spec ia li zes to ' leisure' and 'entertainment' and 
'art'; all these acti ve experiences and practices, whidl make up 
so much of the reality of a culture and its cultural production can 
be seen as they are, without reduction to other ca tegories of 
content. and withou t the characteristic straining to fit them 
(directly as reflection, indirectly as mediation or typifica tion or 
analogy) to other and determining manifest economic and polit-
ica l relationshi ps. Yet they can still be seen as elements of 8 
hegemony; nn inclusive social ond cul tural formation which 
indeed to be effective has to ex tend to and include, indeed to 
form and be formed from, this whole area of lived experience. 

Many difficulties then ari se, both and 
cally, but it is important to recognize how many blind alleys we 
may now be saved from entering. [f any li ved culture is necessar· 
ily so ex tensive. the p roblems of domination a nd subordination 
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on the one hand, and of the extraordinary complexity of any 
actual cultural tradition and practice on the other, can at last be 
directly approached. 

There is of course the diHiculty that domination and subordi-
nation, as effective descriptions of cultural formation. will, by 
many, be refused ; that the alternative language of co-operative 
shaping, of common contribution, which the traditional concept 
of 'culture' so notably expressed, will be fou nd preferable. In 
this fundamental choice there is no alternative , from any 
socia list posit ion, to recognit ion and emphas is of the massive 
historica l and immediate experience of class domination and 
subord ination, in all their different fonns. This becomes, very 
quickly, a matter of specific experience and argument. But there 
is a closely related problem within the concept of 'hegemony' 
itselJ.ln some uses, though not I thi nk in Gramsci, the totalizing 
tendency of the concept, which is significant and indeed cru -
cial, is converted into an abstract totaliza tion, nnd in this form it 
is readily compatible with sophistica ted senses of 'the super-
structure' or even' id eology' , The hegemony, that is, can be seen 
as more un iform, more static, and more abstract than in practice , 
if it is rea lly understood, it can ever actually be. Like any other 
Marxist concept it is particularly suscept ible to epochal as dis-
tinct fro m historical definition, and to categorica l as dist inct 
from substantial description. Any isolation of its 'organ izing 
principles', or of its ' determining features' , which have indeed 
to be grasped in experience and by analysis, can lead very 
quickl y to a totalizing abstraction . And then the problems of the 
reality of domination and subordination, and oftheir relations to 
co-operative shaping and oommon contribution , can be quite 
falsely posed. 

A lived hegemony is 
a system or a It is of experi-

cnces ,relaTionsliTps. a nd acti vities, with specific and changi ng 
pressUres and limits. In practice. that is, hegemony can never be 
singular. Its internal structures are highly complex, as can read-
ily be seen in any concrete analysis. Moreover (and this is cru-
cial, reminding us of the necessary thrust ofthll concept ), it does 
not just passivoly ex ist as n form of dominance. It has continu-
ally to be renewoo, recreated, defended, and modifted. lt is also 
co.i1tfnually altered, cluillcnged by pressures 
nol -at all its own. We havetne'iilo add -to the oonrept of 
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hegemony the concepts of 
tive hegemony, wh ich are real nnd persistent elements orprac-

tice. d" " U b t One way of expressing the necessary lstlDC. on e ween 
practical a nd abstract senses Within the concept 15 to speak of 
'the hegemonic' rather than the 'hegemony' , and of '.the domin-
ant' rather than simple 'domination'. The reahty of an y 
hegemony, in the extended politica l. and is that, 
while by definit ion it is always dommant,.lt IS 
or exclusive. At any ti me, forms ofalteroahve ordl reclly opposi-
tional politics and culture exist as signi ficant elements in the 
society. We shall need to explore thei r conditions and their 
limits but their active presence is decisive, not only because 
they have to be included in any historical d is.tinct from 
epocha l) analysis, bu t as forms which have had 
on the hegemonic process itself. Tha t is to say, 
ca l and cultural emphases, and the many fonus of opposloon 
and strugg le, are important no t onl y i n themsel but as 
live features of what the hegemonic process has 10 prach ce had 
to work to control. A static hegemony, of the is 
indicated by abstract totalizing definitions of a 'Ideol-
ogy' or 'world-view', can ignore or isolato an? 
opposition, but to the extent that they 8.re slgmflcant the deci-
sive hegemoniC function is to control or or even 
incorporate them. In this active t?e hegemonIC; has t? be 
seen as more than the simple transmiSS ion oCan (unchanglOg) 
dominance. On the contrary, an y hegemoniC process must 
especia lly alert and responsive the and 
tion which question or threa ten Its dom103nce . The re,ahly of 
cultural process must the n always include the efforts con-
tribut ions of those who are in one way o r another outSide or a t 
the edge of the terms of the specifiC hegemony. 

Thus it is misleading, as a general method, to reduce all 
political and cultural init iatives and contributions to the lenns 
of the hegemony. That is the reductive consequence radi-
cally diHerent concept of 'superstructure' . The specific func-
tions of ' the hegemoniC', 'the dominant', to be 
stressed, but not in ways which suggest any n prlon totality. The 
most interesting and d ifficult part of any cultural 
complex societi es, is that which seeks to grasp hegemoOlc 1D 
its active and formative but also its transformational processes. 
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Works of art, by their substantial and general character. are often 
especia ll y important as sources of this complex evidence. 

The major theoretical problem. with immediato effect on 
methods of analysis. is to distinguish between alternative and 
oppositional initiatives and contributions which are made 
with in or against 8 specific hegemony (which then sets certain 
Umits to them or which can succeed in neutralizing, changing or 
actually incorporating them) and other kinds of initiative and 
contribution which are irreducible to the terms of the original or 
the adaptive hegemony, and are in that sense independent. It 
can be persuasively a rgued that all or nearly all initiatives and 
contributions. even when they take on manifestly alternative or 
oppositional forms, are in practice tied to the hegemonic: that 
the dominant culture, so to say, at once produces and limits its 
own forms of counter-culture. There is more evidence for this 
view (for example in the case of the Romantic critique of indus-
trial civilization) than we usua ll y admit. But there is evident 
variation in speci fic kinds of social order and in the character of 
the consequent alternative and oppositional formati ons. It 
would be wrong to overlook the importance of works and ideas 
which, while clearly aHected by hegemonic limits and pres-
sures, arc at least in part significan t breaks beyond them, which 
may agai n in pa rt be neutralized, reduced, or incorporated. but 
which in their most active elements nevertheless come through 
as independent and original. 

Thus cultural process must not be assumed to be merely 
adaptive, extensive, and incorporative. Authentic breaks within 
and beyond it, in speciJicsocia l conditions which can vary from 
extreme isolation to pre4 revo!utionary breakdowns and actual 
revolutionary activity, have often in fact oa:urred. And we are 
better able to see this. a longside more general recognition of the 
insistent pressures and limits of the hegemonic, if we develop 
modes of ana lysis which instead of redUcing works to finished 
products. and activities to fixed positions, are capable of dis-
cernin g, in good faith, the finite but significant openness of 
many actual initiatives and contributions. The finite but sig-
nifica nt openness of ma ny works of a rt, as signify ing forms 
mak.ing poss ible but also requiring persistent and variable sig-
nifying responses, is then especia lly relevant. 

7. Traditions, Institutions, and Formations 

Hegemony is always a n active process, but this does not mean 
that it is simply a complex uf duminant features and elements. 
On the contrary, it is always a more or less adequate organization 
and interconnection of otherwise separated-and even dispa rate 

and -practices, which it specifically inoor· 
POTatos in a significant1:ultufe and an effective social order, 
These are themselves living resolutions- in the broadest sense, 
political resolutions-of specific economic realities_ This pro.. 
cess of incorporation is of major cultu ra l importance. To under-
stand it, but also to understand the material on which it toust 
work, we need to distinguish three aspects of any cultural pro-
cess, which we can ca ll traditions, institutions, and formations. 

The concept oftrodition has been radica ll y neglected in Marx· 
thought. It is usua ll y seen-as at best a secondary 

Iacror, which may at most modify other and more decisive hi s· 
torical processes. This is not only because it is ordinariJy diag-
nosed as superstructure, but a lso because 'trad ition' has been 
commonly understood as a relatively inert, historicized segment 
ofa·social structure: tradition as the surviving past But this 
ve rsion of tradition is weak at the very point where the incor-
i>Oratinifscmsc of tradition is strong: where it is seen , in fact , as 
an actively shaping forcc. For tradit io n is in practice the-most 
evident expressi"olf of the dominant imd hegemonic pressures 
anClliffiifs. It is always 'more than an inert historic ized segment; 
indeed-it is tneffiOsf powerful practical means of incorporation.. 
W-nar-v:'ena-ve to see is not just 'a tradition' but a seJect iye 
tiOdition: an inten tionall selective version $If .a...s.hap-in.s-pasL 
and-a pre-S1iapEM:rprescnt, which is then 
the-proc--ess-6f"socf3Tand cultural definition and identification. 

It is usually not difficult to show this empirica lly. Most ver-
sions of 'tradition ' can be qukldy shown to be radically selec-
tive. From a whole possibleo reo of past and present, in a particu· 
lar culture, certain meanings and practices ore selected for 
emphasis and certain other meanings and practices are neg· 
lected or excluded. Yet, withi n a particular hegemony, and as 
one of its decisive processes, thi s selection is presented and 
usually successfull y passed off as 'the tradition', 'the s ignificant 


